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Chapterr 11 

Three-Dimensionall  Structure and 
Temporall  Variability of Accretion 
Regionss on AM Herculis Stars 

S.. B. Howell 

A B S T R A C T T 

Pho tome t r icc observat ions of AM Hercul is s tars in the ex t reme ul t raviolet spectral range 

aree prov id ing an unprecedented view of the accret ion regions on the whi te dwarf. Th is paper 

presentss some resul ts of apply ing a newly developed model for these accret ion regions to four 

A MM Her sys tems. EUV variabi l i ty is observed to occur over a range of t ime scales from less 

thann 5 min to years. This variabi l i ty is discussed in t e rms of its relat ion to blobby accret ion 

andd AM Her low s ta tes. More complex models of the accreted mater ial at the whi te-dwarf 

surfacee itself are discussed. 

11.11 Introduct io n 

Catac lysmicc variables (CVs) consist of a whi te dwarf (WD) pr imary and a lower main 

sequencee secondary. The secondary star fill s its Roche lobe and transfers ma t ter towards the 

moree massive pr imary. In the absence of an external force, this mater ial forms an accret ion 

diskk a round the p r imary star. For the longer orbi tal period CVs (3 to 10 hr j . the secondary 

1!)5 5 
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iss a K to early M star, while for the shor ter period systems (1.2 to 2.5 h r ). the secondary 

iss a mid to late M star. 1 here are four main types of ( 'V : classical novae, nova-likes, dwarf 

novae,, and magnet ic ( 'Vs. A detai led t reat ise covering the ent i re field of ( 'Vs is avai lable in 

Warnerr (1995). Al l of these classes show var iabi l i ty at some level on short t ime scales, and 

mostt show larger amp l i t ude changes such as ou tbu rs ts of 2 to over 10 magn i tudes. Classical 

novaee have rare large uut burst events which are produced by thermonuc lear reaction*  on the 

whitt e-dwarf surface, after hydrogen-r ich mater ial accumula ted there dur ing the long p re-

novaa interval. Dwarf novae slunv quasi-per iodic ou tbu rs ts which are frequent in some, with 

amp l i t udess of 2-5 mags, and rare in o thers, be ing as large as 10 magn i tudes. Nova-like*, of 

whichh almost all are longer period ( 'Vs. tend to remain at a nearly constant br ightness level, 

causedd by a high mass transfer rate from the secondary, and are equivalent to a dwarf nova 

thatt remains in ou tbu rs t. Magnet ic ( 'Vs are d iv ided into two classes, the UQ Her s tars and 

thee AM Her s tars. 

II  he division between the two classes of magnet ic (.'Vs appears to be caused by the 

s t rengthh of the intr insic magnet ic field of the whi te dwarf pr imary. For magnet ic field 

s t reng thss of 1 to 10 M C, the accreted mater ial begins to form a disk, but this disk is 

d is ruptedd at some point near the WD and the mater ial falls onto the W D at many points 

usual lyy along its equator. These systems are called DQ Her stars. T he WD in these l )Q Her 

sys temss ro ta tes with some spin period which is usual ly about 10 t imes faster than the binary 

orb i tall  per iod. Emission from near the two W D magnet ic poles causes a ro ta t ing searchlight, 

effectt which can be observed as a pulsed emission at many wavelengths. 

Whenn the held s t rengths are of order 10 to 80 M G. ( the AM Herculis s tars ), t he mass 

accret ionn on to the pr imary occurs from a s t ream which is magnet ica l ly control led over some 

lengthh of its travel from the secondary. Xo accret ion disk at all is thought to exist and 

thee mater ial is funneled onto the WD at one or both of its magnet ic poles. A strong 

shockk occurs wi th in the accret ion column near the whi le-dwarf surface. This shock produces 

emissionn in the hard X-ray band. As the shocked mater ial accretes onto the whi te-dwarf 

surfacee (accret ion spot ), the hard X-rays produce local heat ing which in tu rn produces E\ X 

(softt X-ray) photons. I he physical size of the accret ion spots and co lumns are qu i te Miial l 

comparedd to the W I) size, but account for much of the high-energy emission in the AM Her 

s ta rs. . 

11 hese AM Her stars typical ly have orbi tal per iods of less than 2 hr. The magnet ic 

to rquess produced in them are sufficient to lock the WD spin with that of the binary orbi t. 

II  hus, observat ions of the high-energy emission from the accret ion spot allow the binary 

orbitt a I period to be discovered. At 11 mes these sys tems show so-called low s ta les, which occur 

whenn 1 he mass t ransfer rate decreases significant ly. result ing in lower overall flux out put from 
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accretionn processes. It is during these low states that the WD and the secondary star may 
moree easily be directly observed. Cropper (1990) can be consulted for a detailed discussion 
off  the AM Ilerculis variables. 

11.22 Accret ion Spot Model 

Thee Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE) was launched in June 1992. This satel-

lit ee observatory (Bowyer and Malina 1991) has provided the astronomical community with a 

El 'VV all sky survey and with numerous pointed observations of various astronomical sources. 

Ei\Ei\ E contains both spectroscopic instruments and imaging/photometry capabilities cov-

eringg 70-750 A. Observations of CVs are limited to dwarf novae in outburst and magnetic 

systemss with hot accretion regions. Details of spectroscopic observations of AM Ilerculis 

starss have been given in Warren et al. (1995), Venues et al. (1995), and Paerels el al. 

(1995),, and to date, only two detailed papers have been presented on AM Her El 'V pho-

tometry,, those of Howell et al. (1995) and, Warren et al. (1995). 

Cataclysmicc variables are one of the few astronomical objects which emit flux across 

thee electromagnetic spectrum. While mostly studied in the optical for obvious reasons, 

thesee binary systems are best studied in both the lower and higher energy wavebands. The 

accretionn spots of the AM Herculis stars have temperatures of a few hundred thousand 

degreess K. making high-energy observations particularly useful. The genera! view of the 

accretionn column and spot in AM Hers yields the following. The transferred materia.] from 

thee secondary is cool and in supersonic, laminar-like flow until it gets near the white-dwarf 

surface.. At some point (~ 108 cm above the white-dwarf surface), a standing shock is 

encounteredd which causes rapid deceleration, heating the gas ami producing hard X-rays. 

Beloww this shock, the subsonic heated gas falls onto the accretion spot itself, an area of 

locall  heating in the white-dwarf atmosphere up to - 1500 km (1/4 H\\D) in extent. The 

spott and associated local environment on the primary, are thought to produce most of the 

softt X-rays and El 'V emission. With this view in mind, we sec that observations in the 

Ell  V bandpass (~ 100 A) are expected to provide us with a view of the naked accretion 

spot,, uncontaminated by emission from the remaining parts of the stream, column, and 

shock.. While in practice this generalized picture breaks down a bil and the accretion stream 

iss likely to have quite a complicated geometry near 1 he white-dwarf surface, we will show 

beloww that this simple model is indeed a very good approximation. 

Modelss of the accretion spot shape and size have been previously developed beginning 

withh the work of Lamb and Masters (1979) and with the detailed work of Wickramasinghe 

(1989)) and Ferrario and Wickramasinghe (1989). These works led to a spot model which 
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wass init ial l y a flat spot of c i rcular cross section which developed into an arc shaped, raised 

s t ruc tu ree qu i te complex in deta i l. The lat ter view was forced upon theory due to the increase 

inn high-energy observat ions of AM Herculis stars wi th in the last decade. Polar izat ion and 

Zeemann opt ical observat ions, refined also wi thin recent years, have helped as well to define 

thee spot pa ramete rs required in order to match observat ion. 

Howelll  et al. (1995) and Sirk and Howell (1995) present detai ls of model fitt in g EUV 

lightt curves obta ined for eight AM Her stars. In par t icu lar, they present a first a t tempt 

too unders tand EUV light curves via use of an accret ion spot model. Model fits to the 

EUVV da ta allow de te rm ina t ions of 1 he physical pa ramete rs of the accret ion spot, as well as 

changess that occur in it . T he accret ion spot model const ruc ted by Howell and Sirk consists 

off  a raised mound (hemisphere) of circular cross section as well as an accret ion column 

extend ingg vert ical ly above the surface. '1 his column emi ts \-'2rA of the total EUV (lux and 

hass an exponent ial decay with height. Current ly it is of zero th ickness. The EUV light curve 

d a taa constra in accret ion spot models qu i te well as they need to reproduce a completely 

symmet r icc ingress and egress and must be small in size, p roduc ing most EUV emission near 

thee whi te-dwarf surface. 

Usee of this model consists of calculat ions of t emp la te models m a de with various realistic 

assumpt ionss or observat ional ly de te rmined physical pa ramete rs such as t he co la t i tude of 

thee accret ion spot or the b inary system incl inat ion. Model runs consist of calculat ion of 

EUVV light curves such as those shown in Figure 11.1. These are then matched in a \ 2 

mannerr to the actual EUV' light curve da ta and a best li t de te rm ined. In this manner 

fit ss such as those shown in Figs If.2-1 1.5 for the stars UZ For. VV P u p, AM Her. and 

KEll  149 + 28 can be produced. In addi t ion to being self-consistent such that the inputs 

off  known system pa ramete rs (say from opt ical observat ions) are re tu rned, the model also 

providess new informat ion about the na ture of the accret ion spot itself. For example, typical 

spott sizes are 2-79c of the whi le-dwarf radius in surface extent and U39f of the radius in 

height.. Also, fits to one-pole sys tems such as those in Figs 11.2-11.5 do not require any 

addi t ionall  s t ruc tures such as compl icated horizontal br ightness proti les or auroral arcs. Flux 

thatt is detected dur ing the very early and late stages of the light curve comes from some 

s t ruc tu ree vert ical ly abort the spot itself which is modeled here as an emit t ing column. 

AA few fealures common to the EUV light curves in Figs 11.2-11.5 are worth point ing 

out.. A single accret ing magnet ic pole placed on the1 whi te-dwarf surface wil l he seen 1o emit 

fluxflux for about 5()9r of the b inary orbi tal period. This is exact ly what we find in three of 

thee cases shown here. T he fourth case, AM Her. has a weak field and is known to show 

inconsistentt high-energy observat ional da ta in general (Beue rmann and Schwope 1991). In 

add i t ion,, Schwope (1995) has shown that AM Her X-ray observat ions are consistent with an 
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Fig.. 11.1.— Shown here are 12 samples from one model run for the predicted shape of 

thee EUV light curve for a binary inclination of 55 degrees. Each model run steps through 

possiblee values of the accretion spot colatitude (Phi). These models are for an accretion spot 

off  radius R = O.OGRWD and mound height h = 0.Q3RWD-
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accretingg region that is extended along the white-dwarf magnetic equator. Another common 

featuree is the occurrence of dips seen in the data. These occur in l*Z For, VV Pup, and 

(seee Howell et al. 1995) RFl 149 + 28. They are seen near maximum in the light curves 

andd are consistent with being caused by self-absorption of the (matted spot flux by the gas 

streamm far from the white dwarf. These dips are seen to vary in depth and shape, probablv 

duee to geometric effects within the gas stream (see Warren et al. 1995). Perhaps the most 

noticeablee feature in the light curves is the deficit of flux {compared to the model fits) seen 

inn three of them and the enhancement of flux seen in the fourth. The cause of these flux 

anomaliess is still unknown but is very important to understand. A newly begun project, 

inn collaboration with Dr. Andy King, is exploring as possible causes, a complex shaped 

accretionn spot (ie.. not a simple circular cross section, hemispherical mound but possibly 

aa caldera like shape), and self-absorption by the infalling gas stream near the white-dwarf 

surface.. This latter phenomenon must occur as the accretion spot is viewed through some 

partt of the near-surface stream essentially at all times. 

Thee EUV light curves are consistent with, and in fact require, a small fraction of the 

totall  EUV emission to come from a vertical height of 0.02 to 0.10 RWD above the spot itself. 

Schwopee (1995) has used ROSAT X-ray data of AM Hers to conclude that this vertical 

contributionn might be better explained by a generalized hot corona surrounding the spot 

andd extending to some significant vertical height above the WD surface. The work that 1 

havee just begun with Dr. Andy King, places doubt on the idea that the amount and extent 

off  EUV emission seen above the WD surface can come from a hot atmosphere but instead 

iss likely to come from a source practically in the degenerate layers themselves, ie. slightly 

buriedd dense gas blobs. In the next section, we discuss the possibility that observational 

evidencee for blobby accretion may have been found. 

11.33 Variation s in the Accret ion Region on RE1149+28 

Duringg their high states, AM Herculis objects are among the brightest ('V's in the 

optical.. However, in the EUV spectral range they are rather faint sources, and during their 

loww states they become essentially invisible. However, this situation is not as had as it sounds 

forr those of us interested in El 'V photometry. True, we do not get. the very high S/N data 

wee might, want, (especially El'V spectroscopy), but we can get moderate S/.\ data and lots 

off  it. A typical El'VE AM Her observation lasts 5 to 10 days, so that many binary orbits 

aree covered. The low Earth orbit of Ei'VE causes the satellite to have an —90 min orbital 

period.. I his period is similar to the orbital periods of many AM Her stars and a strong 

beatingg occurs between the satellite and binary periods. The extended observation times 

alloww the satellite to step through the binary period providing in depth observations at each 
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binaryy phase and long time-base sequences which can generally defeat the period aliasing 

thatt occurs. The long observations made with El'YE also allow one to form a high S/N 

meann light curve which can be used for variability studies. 

Onee of the mysteries in AM Her stars today is whether the accreted material falls onto 

thee white dwarf as a smooth continuous stream or if the material arrives in blobs. The idea 

off  blobby accretion (Kuijpers and Pringle 1982; Frank et al. 1988) was invoked to explain 

thee so-called soft X-ray excesses that appear in the EUV bright (ie. high magnetic field 

strength)) systems. Briefly, this excess is caused by the need to balance the energy budget 

inn these accreting systems. One-half of the hard X-rays created by the shock, will intersect 

thee WD surface and cause local heating of the spot to blackbody temperatures sufficient 

too radiate EUV photons. However, the total flux seen emitted in the soft X-ray and EUV 

bandss is greater then that predicted based on the above assumptions. However, density 

inhomogeneitiess in the accretion stream far from the WD could create blobs of material 

whichh might survive the journey through the shock and onto the surface. Once there, these 

blobss can diffuse their energy into the WD atmosphere providing additional heating anil 

solvingg the soft X-ray excess. Since EUV observations actually provide a direct view of the 

accretionn spot, we can use photometric observations to search for the existence of blobs. 

Thee accreted material takes a few thousand seconds to fall onto the WD surface after it is 

capturedd by the magnetic field. Blobs of material which traverse this path and pass through 

thee shock front, might become large EUV absorbers until they diffuse into the white-dwarf 

surface.. Upon hitting the surface, they wil l bury themselves into the atmosphere providing 

additionall  heating and increased EUV emission. We would expect that these EUV Mux 

absorptionss and emissions would last for a few blob diffusion time scales. Estimates of this 

timee scale is quite complex and involves detailed calculations of the white-dwarf atmosphere 

andd the radiative processes occurring within the accretion spot. 

Figuree 11.6 shows EUV observations of the AM Her star RE1149+28 on four contiguous 

EWEEWE orbits. These four panels are from a data set containing over 100 orbits in all. One 

cann see in the figure how the actual data (crosses) move slightly ahead in binary phase on 

eachh orbit. This is due to the beating occurring between the EWE sat.ellite orbital period 

(94.788 min) and the binary period of REl 149+28 (90.14 nun). The solid curve is the mean 

lightt curve observed for this epoch, determined from all more than 100 similar panels. In the 

samplee panels shown in Fig. 1 1.6. we note that there are times when the flux shows secular 

trendss both above» and below the mean curve on time scales of ~ l / 4 PQJW <>r  about 20 min. 

Wee see evidence for these occurrences in many of the other panels as well. Whether these 

trendss are EUV absorptions and emissions caused by blobs or have some other cause, they 

occurr frequently. Further work on blob diffusion time scales and accretion spot geometries 

iss needed. 
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UZZ For  Rasied Mound with Column Inc = BO Phi = 136 Y*=2.B1 
4cr~~''  I 7 ' ' I T - 1 — ' — I — i — T 1 — I — 

Fig.. 11.2.— Phase folded EUV light curve for the star UZ For. Solid points are the EUV 

photometricc data used in the model fitting procedures. Values of B=56 MG, i=81 degrees, 

andd a spot colatitude of 150 degrees were taken from the literature and used as model inputs. 

Thee spot size (0.068 RWD) and height (0.025 RWD) were then free parameters of the fit. The 

areaa of zero flux starting at phase 0.1 is the binary eclipse. Phases in this fit are absolute 

andd based on the known I'Z For ephemeris. 
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WW Pup Raised Mound -with Column Y"=1.25 

Fig.. 11.3.— Phase folded EUV light curve for the star VV Pup. Solid points are the EUV 

photometricc data used in the model fitting procedures. Values of B=32 MG, i=76 degrees, 

andd a spot colatitude of 152 degrees were taken from the literature and used as model 

inputs.. The spot size (0.022 RWD) and height (0.010 RWD) were then free parameters of the 

fit .. Phases in this fit are arbitrary based on 0=0.0 at the peak of the EUV flux. 
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AMM  Her Raised Mound Tlt a Column Inc = 37 PM  = 69 

Fig.. 11.4.— Phase folded EUV light curve for the star AM Her. Solid points are the EUV 

photometricc data used in the model fitting procedures. Values of B = 12 MG, i=35 degrees, 

andd a spot colatitude of 58 degrees were taken form the literature and used as model inputs. 

Thee spot size (0.045 RWD) and height (0.013 RWD) were then free parameters of the fit. 

Phasess in this fit  are arbitrary based on 0=0.0 at the peak of the EUV flux. 
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RE1148+888 Inc=37 PM=110 x*=,926 

Fig.. 11.5.— Phase folded EUV light curve for the star RE1149+28. Solid points are the 

EUVV photometric data used in the model fitting procedures. The magnetic field strength 

iss not yet known for this star and an assumed i=35 degrees, and a spot colatitude of 139 

degreess were used. These values are based on the work of Howell et al. (1995). The spot 

sizee (0.063 R\VD) and height (0.016 RWD) were then free parameters of the fit . Phases in 

thiss fit  are arbitrary based on 0=0.0 at the peak of the EUV flux. 
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II  he general flickering of the data on time scales of a few minutes, persists during these 

excursions,, indicating that they are not simply changes in the overall mass accretion process, 

butt are trends within it. With Dr. A. King. I have started a collaboration in which we will 

combinee the 3-dimensional modeling efforts, the Ehl/idata sets, and 3-dimensional radiative 

transferr codes, in order to see if a smooth flow plus an underlying blackbody radiator can 

producee such trends or if blobs are needed. The observed accretion spots are likelv to have 

complexx geometries and flux distributions, and absorption by the infalling near-surface gas 

streamm must be considered. Results of these calculations wil l help us determine whether 

densee gas blobs are a part of the accretion stream in AM Hers, if the infalling material in 

mostlyy uniform, or if new methods are needed by which the accretion spots generate and 

radiatee EUV flux. 

Mentionedd above were the high and low states that exist in all known AM Her stars. 

Historicall  records of AM Hers are sparse and except for AM Her itself, we know littl e about, 

thee frequency and nature of high/low state changes. The optical flux can change by 2-Ö 

magnitudess and there is evidence that these changes occur across all wavelengths (Cropper 

1990).. The time required to go from one state to the other and the ratio of the flux changes 

thatt occur at various wavelengths are still unknown. EUVE observations of REf 149+28 and 

UZZ For have occurred for an epoch of over two years now. Warren et ah (1995) discuss 

somee subtle changes seen in the UZ For EUV light curve which are attributable to changes 

inn the gas stream geometry. For RE1149+28, (the most observed CV in the EUV), we have 

threee EUV' light curves obtained at almost yearly intervals. The EUV' flux has decreased by a 

factorr of ~3 and the shape of the light curve has changed as wrell. Figure 11.7 shows the three 

meann light curves. It can be easily seen that even though the binary phase covered by EUV 

emissionn remains roughly constant, the total flux and the shape of the light curve changes 

dramatically.. This sequence of photometric data, shows that RE1149+28 has underwent 

aa slow fading in the EUV. The light curve shows fairly good symmetry when bright, but 

becomess very asymmetric when faint indicating that the mass accretion onto the white 

dwarff  changes some of its attributes as the accretion rate changes. Further work on the data 

setss used to produce each mean light curve and interromparisons of the three light curves 

themselvess wil l provide the first detailed analysis of how mass transfer rate changes affect 

masss accretion onto the white dwarf. Howell and King's work, when applied to these data, 

shouldd provide fundamental insight into the surface accretion process and how magnetically 

controlledd material flows on a WD surface. 
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Fig.. 11.6.— Shown are four typical panels from one EUVE observation of the star 

RE1149+28.. Each panel represents one satellite orbit of data and the solid curve is the 

meann light curve produced from all 100+ orbits. The vertical lines occur every 0.10 in phase 

(~~ 9 mm). In these panels, we see indications of trends from the mean of both increases and 

decreases,, during which the random flickering continues with equal amplitude. These trends 

lastt for about 20 min and may be direct evidence of blobby accretion. 
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REE 1149+284 Mean U^li t Curves 
7""  i I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—r— i 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 1 r 

Fig.. 11.7.— The three mean EUV light curves of RE1149+28 obtained in (top) 1993 Feb, 

(middle)) 1994 Mar, and (bottom) 1994 Dec. DS means observations made with the deep 

surveyy instrument and RAP are those made with the right angle program. We see that over 

thee entire epoch of observation, the emitted flux has decreased by ~3 and the light curve 

shapee has become increasingly asymmetric. The plotted phase is relative and based on the 

EUVV maximum of the brightest observation. 
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11.44 Futur e Wor k 

Furtherr work on EUVE data, sets wil l concentrate on eight. AM Her stars for which high 

qualityy observations and multiple epoch observations already exist. New EUVE observations 

aree also planned for two eclipsing AM Hers (UZ For and RE2107-05) as well as follow-up 

observationss of previous targets with specific scientific goals in mind. The wealth of data from 

EUVV observations of AM Herculis stars is just beginning to be understood and interpreted. 

Neww model efforts and detailed calculations are starting and they promise to increase our 

understandingg of accretion processes in other areas of astrophysics as well. 
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